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Arctic Wolf ® Company Overview

X Headquarters –
Sunnyvale, CA

The Importance of Security Operations Solutions

X Employees – 450

Today’s leading organizations need to protect themselves against the most advanced
threats, but lack the internal resources to address the high costs, complexity, and
additional personnel that’s required to build an impactful security operations center.

X Solutions
• Arctic Wolf® Managed
Detection and Response

Organizations face fundamental security challenges

• Arctic Wolf® Managed Risk
• Arctic Wolf® Managed
Cloud Monitoring

#

25

Fastest growing company
according to the 2019
Technology Fast 500™ awarded
by Deloitte LLP

Named to the Hot 150
Cybersecurity Companies
awarded by Cybercrime
Magazine

Too Much Noise

Security Skill Shortage

Cost of Response Time

Alert fatigue, vendor
fatigue, compliance and
regulation fatigue —
the journey never ends

Recruiting and retaining
cybersecurity talent
is hard, sometimes
impossible

The longer it takes to
respond to an incident,
the more expensive it is
to remediate

Arctic Wolf Security Operations
Using the cloud-native Arctic Wolf® Platform, we provide security operations as a
concierge service. Highly trained Concierge Security® experts work as an extension
of your team to provide 24x7 monitoring, detection, and response, as well as
ongoing risk management to proactively protect systems and data while continually
strengthening your security posture.

Arctic Wolf Platform
Named best SIEM, analytics
and log management offering
at the inaugural Channelnomics
Security Awards

Monitor the data 24x7 by a team of assigned
security experts who learn your organization
and continually optimize our solutions for
maximum effectiveness in your environment
Centralize all data in our cloud-native security
analytics platform for storage, enrichment,
and analysis

Awarded by SC Magazine
as the Best SME Security
Solution in 2018

arcticwolf.com

Leverage your existing technology stack
to gain broad visibility across endpoint,
network, and cloud
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Arctic Wolf Solutions
Arctic Wolf solutions install in minutes and immediately begin monitoring your environment, ensuring proactive
and dynamic detection and response to threats, intrusions, and attacks. Organizations receive timely and actionable
intelligence—without the overwhelming noise of endless false positives.
Prevent attacks before they occur with
Arctic Wolf® Managed Risk

Identify and respond to attacks with
Arctic Wolf® Managed Detection and Response

X Dynamic asset identification

X 24x7 monitoring

X Continuous assessments

X Network inspection

• Internal vulnerability

X Log aggregation, correlation, and analysis

• External vulnerability

X Threat detection

• Host-based vulnerability

X Cloud security

X Account takeover risk detection

X Compliance reporting

X Security controls

X Endpoint visibility
X Incident response

Delivering Solutions Through Valued Partners
At Arctic Wolf, the market leader in security operations, we take great pride in working with partners to deliver personal,
predictable protection from cybersecurity threats.
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